
	
The	Gene	Keys	–	Entering	The	Venus	Stream	

Saturday/Sunday	21st/22nd	July	2018	
A two day immersive experience with Internationally renowned Facilitator, Mark Bentley. 

 
We are living in turbulent times as our global society goes through a very intense 
and often scary process of social revolution. You may be finding yourself feeling 

overwhelmed with stress, fear & exhaustion while doing your best stay smiling on 
the surface of very deep waves of existential anxiety…    

 
What if you could have a framework, a map that would show you the way through 
this chaos and lead you to your higher purpose and reinstate your sense of worth, 

strength and capacity to grow and thrive rather then fear and survive. 
 

 We invite you to come and discover just that in this 2-day experiential deep dive 
into answering the Call of your Hero’s Journey!    

 
We will be diving deep into the fields and dynamics of the IQ & EQ - our 

emotional and defensive mechanisms that we created for ourselves in the early 
developmental stages of our lives. When we learn to embrace these shadow 

aspects of ourselves and work with them rather then against them, we begin to 
return to our own sovereign state as authentic human beings with full ownership 
and accountability in all our relationships and what we attract in our daily reality. 

 
By the end of this powerful two day event, you will walk away with a whole new 
perspective of your reality and who you are to become within it, as you discover 

the Keys to the secrets hiding in your Genetic Code to unlock your DNA and 
release your innate Genius into the world. 

 
Whether you are an avid explorer of The Gene Keys Transmission or completely 
new to the work, coming to this event is a rare opportunity that will be sure to give 
you some deep and juicy understandings of the deeper dynamics of your human 
design and tools to support the journey of embodying your authentic expression 

out into this wild world! 
 


